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Habits and Principles to
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Managing your inbox and avoiding email overload is no easy feat. But with strategies and

habits designed to fit your circumstances, you can achieve and maintain Inbox Zero,

giving you the mental space to focus on your highest priority work and the confidence

that no email is falling through the cracks.

 

 

The free mini-guide has questions to help you reflect on your current habits so you can

get a better sense of where you might want to focus your efforts and try new strategies

for inbox management. The full guide walks through 5 principles of email management

and their various tactics so you can determine which might be most appropriate for you.
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“Until I reflected on my own email practices, I didn’t realize
how much email was negatively impacting my ability to do

great work. My brain was always half in my inbox, slowing me
down and creating unnecessary stress.”
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Inbox Zero

According to the idea originator, productivity expert Merlin Mann, Inbox Zero is “a

rigorous approach to email management aimed at keeping the inbox empty -- or

almost empty -- at all times.”

 

While the practice is clearly aimed at minimizing the number of emails, it’s also about

"the amount of time an employee's brain is in his inbox." When we conflate the use of

an inbox with a "to do" list, productivity suffers and so do we. 

 

To achieve that positive mental state and clean inbox, it take specific strategies and

intentional tactics.
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“In order to achieve Inbox Zero, you need a solid
task management system whether that be digital

or paper. Don’t use your inbox as a to-do list!
Transfer any emails that require an action to your

actual to-do list.”
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Future Vision

How might your life change if you achieved and maintained Inbox Zero?

What’s the worst that would happen if you didn’t check your email for 2 hours? 4

hours? 8 hours? 24 hours?

 

 

What are your current email habits, for example:

How many times per day do you look at your inbox? On what devices and at what

times?

Do you ‘graze’ on email all day long? 

Do you check email on your mobile device every time you take a bio-break?

Do you leave email in your inbox as a reminder to do it?

When you open your email, do you regularly ‘mark as unread’?

At what time do you check email each morning? Is it the first thing you do when

you wake up? Do you wait until you’re at your desk?

What’s the last time you check email each evening? Is it the last thing you do

before bed? Do you stop checking email when you leave your desk for the day?

Are there emails you regularly delete without reading? Could you unsubscribe

from them or let the originator know you don’t need to be on that chain?

How many emails are currently in each of your inboxes? Do you have emails in your

inbox that are more than 1 week, 1 month, 1 year old? Why?

What features or functionality of your email app do you currently use to make email

management more reasonable?

 

 

What tactics might you try that would be easy to implement right away?

What new strategies or tactics might give you the biggest payoff?

Do you really need all the newsletters you get? Which could you unsubscribe from

or filter separately?

Current Reality

Making Change

Questions for Reflection
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It’s hard to imagine empty inbox when you’ve got 100, 1,000 or 10,000 emails

currently in your inbox. Start by attacking these old emails and give yourself a clean

start.

Step #1: Pick a date by which every email prior to that date will be archived - not

deleted.

The date is up to you. It could be 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year ago. Select the

date based on the number of emails you’d need to review and the likelihood of there

being anything that still may warrant your attention even if its a few weeks or months

old. Remember, you’re not going to delete anything. All the previous emails will be

relocated to a different storage folder so you can still access them whenever you

might need.
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Getting to Inbox Zero

Step #2: Go through every email between now and that date.

Create a task in your to-do list or block time on your calendar. Give yourself 30

minutes or more and deal with each email according to the two minute rule: If it takes

less than 2 minutes, do it now. If it takes more than two minutes, create a task. If it’s not

immediately actionable, add it to your ‘someday-maybe’ list. In all other cases, archive

or delete it.

Step #3: Archive all other emails.

Once you’ve cleared your inbox of all email between now and your chosen date,

select all the remaining email and archive them. There should be a way to mass

select and mass archive. Note that depending on how many email you have, this

may take a few minutes for the system to update.

 

If you want, you can also add a tag such as “old inbox” to all of these remaining

emails or create a folder which you archive them to.
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Principle #1 Don’t use your inbox as a to-do list.

Too often we leave emails in our inbox, waiting for the right time to take action. This

leads to email pile up which often causes the exact opposite of what we desire -

never taking action because the email gets lost in the mix.
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5 Principles and Practices for Managing Your Inbox

Principle #2 Not all emails are equal.

While it may seem necessary to consume and respond to every email, it’s more

realistic to treat each email with the appropriate level of attention it warrants, which

sometimes means simply deleting or archiving without any guilt.

To apply this principle consider the following tactics:

Follow the 2-minute (or 5-minute or 1-minute) rule: If you can take action on this

email in less than 2-minutes, do it now. If not, turn it into a task.

If you don’t yet have a solid task system, start one either on paper or in a digital tool

like Asana. Include any tasks from emails in this list.

If using a digital tool, investigate if there is a feature or add-on that simplifies turning

an email into a task.

To apply this principle consider the following tactics:

Create a filter, tag, folder or separate email account for newsletters that you want

to read but often don’t get to. Check that folder/email once per week or whenever

you feel like it.

Skim an email and then be honest with yourself. Either take action right then, turn it

into a task, archive it, or ‘snooze it’ for later. Just don’t set it sit in your inbox while

you figure it out. 

For actions that come out of an email that you *may* want to do in the future,

create a ‘someday-maybe’ list to track the information you may want to explore

and/or use an article/website clipper like Evernote.
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Principle #3 Touch an email only once.

Neuroscientists have proven that our brains release dopamine when we check our

inboxes, but this habit is actually quite unhealthy. In order to focus and reduce the

stress of email, only open your inbox when you’re prepared to actually deal with the

email you find.
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To apply this principle consider the following tactics:

Be in a position to take action every time you open your inbox. That means only

opening an email on your mobile device that you will either respond to quickly,

archive or delete.

Stop opening email and marking as ‘unread.’ If you open an email, deal with it.

Remove the email app from your mobile device completely or turn off

notifications. Or, move the email app to a folder or page where it takes an extra

click or swipe to access it.

Every time you open your inbox, have the intent to ‘clear it’ in that sitting.

Develop a schedule to address your inbox. Only open your email when you’re

scheduled to do so. For example:

 

 

 

 

 

 

“How you apply email
management principles and
tactics will look different for
each person. You may decide

they don’t work for your
given situation, your

preferences, your role or
your technology access.

That’s OK. Design a system
that works for you.”

First thing in the morning: Check

email for anything urgent. Respond

only to urgent emails.

10am, 2pm, and 6pm: Clear your

inbox and deal with every email.

Before bed: Check email for

anything urgent. Respond only to

urgent emails.
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To apply this principle consider the following tactics:
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Unsubscribe from newsletters you don’t read. Use a tool like Unroll.me to quickly

show which newsletters you’re subscribed to and select which to keep /

unsubscribe from. https://unroll.me/

Use a tool like SaneBox to sort less important emails into secondary folders which

you can attend to later. https://www.sanebox.com/manager

Stop using email for scheduling. Use a tool like Doodle https://doodle.com 

       to find times that work for a group. Use a tool like MixMax or Calendly   

       https://calendly.com/ for one-on-one scheduling.

Principle #4 Take advantage of technology.

Most email systems have incredibly helpful features built in or available as add-ons.

Use them to simplify email management and keep your inbox clean.

To apply this principle consider the following tactics:

Investigate the capabilities of your email app - both desktop and mobile. Look for

the following:

Ability to ‘snooze’ and email and return it to your inbox at a designated

date/time.

Ability to ‘remind me’ of an email that doesn’t get a response by a

designated date/time.

Ability to store and easily access email templates with pre-written content.

Ability to easily turn the content of an email into a task in your chosen task

management system.

Ability to schedule an email to send later.

For Gmail users, check out MixMax: https://mixmax.com/.

For Outlook and other mail users, check out Mail Spring: https://getmailspring.com/.

Principle #5 Reduce the number of emails you get.

No matter how great your system, every email you receive still requires attention,

even if it’s only a few seconds. But these add up! To drastically simplify your email

management and save time, eliminate unnecessary emails as much as possible.


